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Hippocrates, the Greek doctor who lived from about 460 to 370 B.C., is often thought of as 

the founder of modern medicine. After all, doctors today still swear the Hippocratic oath 

about patient care. But in fact Hippocratic medicine of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. 

was not all about careful and detached observation of the patient's symptoms, having a 

good bedside manner, and moving medicine from the horrors of superstition to the joys of 

science. The ancient Greek doctor was in the market for patients and, with no human 

dissection to clarify the mysteries of the innards, no standard training system to make sure 

the self-proclaimed doctor knew something about his subject, and no Medical Council to 

keep up ethical standards, pretty well anything went, so long as some patient was prepared 

to pay. 

 

Some elaborate, dramatic and totally wrong theories were produced to account for 

particular symptoms. It's true that you start to feel a little better once someone has given 

you an explanation – any explanation – of why you were feeling so bad, just because it's 

comforting to know that you're not the first person in the world to feel like that. 

 

Diagnosis usually leads to some treatment, and the Hippocratic doctors used many weird 

and wonderful remedies. Some recipes for things to drink, sit in or pour over one's head 

involved everyday herbs and vegetables; others went for the expensive imports, like myrrh, 

Egyptian perfume and oil of narcissus; while the real extroverts prescribed turtle's brain 

(neat), or turtle's liver, removed while still alive, ground up in a woman's milk. 

 

Hippocratic texts 

 

All these remedies come from a particularly rich section of the medical writings of the 

ancient world: the Hippocratic gynaecology texts. There has always been much debate as to 

whether Hippocrates himself wrote any of the texts traditionally associated with his name 

but, as the gynaecology texts bear even less resemblance to 'scientific medicine' than most 

of this material, they are usually thought to date from a 'pre-Hippocratic' period – maybe 

the first part of the fifth century B.C. Many ancient Greek theories and recipes had a very 

long medical life. In the mid-nineteenth century, when Emile Littre produced his French 

translation of all the Hippocratic texts in ten large volumes, Hippocratic medicine was still 

seen as highly relevant to the medicine of the day; while even now the words 'But 



Hippocrates himself said ...' are familiar to anyone who attends medical history 

conferences! 

 

However, some of the ideas behind ancient medicine would find fewer supporters today. At 

least some of the healers whose thoughts are preserved believed that women were so 

different from men that, if a male and a female patient had similar symptoms, these would 

be due to totally different causes. From their descriptions of examination and treatment, it 

is possible to piece together a sort of 'Hippocratic Gynaecology Made Simple'. Many phrases 

in what follows are straight translations from these texts; the remainder brings out the 

assumptions behind what is said. 

 

Examination and treatment 

 

1. Consultation. You will be called in by the husband, father or other male responsible 

for the woman. He's the one paying, so make sure you don't prescribe anything he 

can't afford. It's not a good idea to discuss fees as soon as you cross the threshold. 

 

2. Questions. Ask her what the problem is; when her last menstrual period was, when it 

ended and what it was like; whether she is pregnant (n.b. women know about these 

things, because they notice whether or not the seed falls out after sex, so believe 

what she says, although as a woman she is of course inherently unreliable as a 

witness). Ask her whether or not she has taken anything for it; she may have done 

more harm than good. 

 

3. Examination. There are several alternatives. If you think the woman has any sense at 

all, ask her to examine herself while you call out questions from the other side of the 

room; for example, 'Is the neck of the womb hard? soft? wet? dry? upright? tilted?' 

Since some women are inexperienced or shy, you could find another woman and 

instruct her in how to examine the patient. Or you could examine her yourself. 

 

4. Diagnosis. The most likely is either of these: 

 

(a) womb movement. the womb likes to move around the body, often searching for 

moisture. If she hasn't had sex recently, the womb may have dried out and travelled 

to the liver. It may have become stuck somewhere (the channels in the body are 

fairly narrow, especially in a woman who has never had a baby). If there is pain in 

any area, think first of a desperate womb. 

 

(b) blood. Women have soggy flesh, like a sponge. If the excess blood doesn't come out 

every month (because the mouth of the womb has closed, or has tilted), it will pour 



up instead of down (nosebleed), or it will go somewhere else in the body (swellings), 

or it will stay in the womb and rot (general feelings of ill health, and no wonder). 

 

5. Treatment. Generally a tricky area. Plenty of patients of both sexes lie about taking 

the remedies you've recommended. However, there are some general principles to 

follow. If the womb has moved, get it back. The best method is to put sweet-smelling 

substances at one end, foul-smelling at the other. For example, if the womb is stuck 

in the throat, put something foul under the patient's nostrils, and perfumes down at 

the other end. This will persuade the womb to move down. If blood can't escape, 

first make sure the womb is in the right place, that it is upright, and that it is open. 

Then use a recipe to encourage blood to flow. If in doubt, purge. The best treatment 

is childbirth; sex keeps the womb moist and in the right place, and giving birth opens 

up the channels and helps blood to run through them freely. So: if the patient is 

unmarried, tell her to marry; if she is childless, tell her to have a baby; if she is a 

widow, advise remarriage. If she tells you to mind your own business, get out the 

beetle pessaries... 

 

Since so much of this is obviously entirely misconceived (sorry), it does make you wonder 

why the women of the ancient world went along with it. But think how you feel when the 

doctor tells you to take some disgusting medicine and explains why it will make you feel 

better. . . You're not in a position to argue. And the explanations given by the Hippocratic 

gynaecologist were very good as explanations. For example, if you've just been told that 

your womb is stuck in your throat, but that wombs don't like revolting smells, it makes 

perfect sense to try sniffing rat droppings so it will move down. It all depends what you 

believe, to whom you listen – and how bad you feel! 
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